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Minnie's jelly donut is gone! Moo is sure it has been stolen. Can the cunning cows stop the crime

wave before the donut-napper strikes again?
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These books sort of work on the Muppets theory - interesting and personable characters, a bit of a

plot, and a few chuckles for the parent reader. There's more dialogue than usual, which I like in an

early reader. There's no heavy message, but there is a gentle good-natured vibe. The illustrations

have a lot of energy, but the book as a whole isn't frantic or hyper. It's hard to find books that are

engaging without grabbing you and screaming at you. The Minnie and Moo books are calmer than

that, and sometimes that's a good thing. And anyway, what could be more interesting than the

whereabouts of a missing jelly donut?

The story was a little confusing for my four year old and six year old daughters. They didn't get the

plot because it is written in a confusing way. My girls asked me several times, "Which one is Moo?"

or "Who is Minnie?" "Who's donut was stolen??" etc. It just goes back and forth so often with a lot of



commas and sentence breaks that from the start my daughters didn't know the difference between

Minnie and Moo and who was doing what and why.... Overall it is a cute book but not the best for

young readers.

I highly recommend. It's got humor that even the parent will enjoy.

I love the illustrations and the story plot. I read this to my 4 year old granddaughter and she loves it.

I look forward to reading this to my one year old granddaughter in the future. I will definitely be

finding more adventures of Minnie & Moo to put in our library. Both Minnie & Moo have very different

personalities. This is a well written book and I would recommend it to anyone with small children.

This is humorful, mysterious, and ultimately, silly. My seven year old twin boys LOVED this story for

three months running - it was their favorite book to read at bedtime. A great introduction to chapter

books and mysteries.

These books are fun for adults and children alike - a rare quality for a book! Your child will love this

easy to read book and you'll get a belly laugh from these hilarious characters.

Funniest book you will ever read. I have a stack of them and give them away. When reading to our

children, my husband still cannot get through the book without uncontrollably laughing, just

hysterical!

i love reading this story to my kids. they laugh so hard at all the crazy ideas that minnie and moo

come up with. it deserves 5 stars
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